
SATs-Style Questions
Cut along the lines to provide children with different questions.

1.	 Tick one box to show the correct place for a semi-colon in the sentence below.

Our	school	is	celebrating	its	centenary	this	year	it	was	opened	in	1918.

2.	 Insert a semi-colon in the correct place in the sentence below. 

Keisha has been working hard in maths this year she has mastered all times tables.

3.	 Tick the sentence that uses a semi-colon correctly. 

  I went to visit my uncle in America; last summer the journey took eight hours. 

  I went to visit my uncle in America last summer; the journey took eight hours. 

  I went to visit my uncle in America last summer the journey took; eight hours. 

  I went to visit; my uncle in America last summer the journey took eight hours.

4.	 Which sentence is punctuated correctly?  
  We saw many animals on safari: lions, which were lazing in the sun; tall giraffes 

and sleepy zebras. 
  We saw many animals on safari; lions, which were lazing in the sun, tall giraffes 

and sleepy zebras. 
  We saw many animals on safari; lions, which were lazing in the sun: tall giraffes 

and sleepy zebras. 
  We saw many animals on safari; lions, which were lazing in the sun; tall  

giraffes and sleepy zebras.

5. Tick the sentence that uses a colon correctly.  

  I received: some amazing birthday gifts a kite, slime and gel pens. 

  I received some: amazing birthday gifts a kite, slime and gel pens. 

  I received some amazing birthday: gifts a kite, slime and gel pens. 

  I received some amazing birthday gifts: a kite, slime and gel pens.
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 6. Insert a colon in the correct place in the sentence below. 

I	go	to	three	different	dance	classes	street	dance,	ballet	and	jazz.	

 7. Tick one box to show the correct place for a colon in the sentence below.

The mountain is dangerous the loose rocks mean you could fall easily.

 8. Which sentence is punctuated correctly? 

  Most of my class are sporty over half of: them are in county teams. 

  Most of my class are sporty: over half of them are in county teams. 

  Most of my class: are sporty over half of them are in county teams. 

  Most of my class are sporty over half of them are in: county teams.
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SATs-Style Questions Answers
Cut along the lines to provide children with different questions.

1.	 Tick one box to show the correct place for a semi-colon in the sentence below.

Our	school	is	celebrating	its	centenary	this	year	it	was	opened	in	1918.

2.	 Insert a semi-colon in the correct place in the sentence below. 

Keisha has been working hard in maths this year; she has mastered all times tables.

3.	 Tick the sentence that uses a semi-colon correctly. 

  I went to visit my uncle in America; last summer the journey took eight hours. 

  I went to visit my uncle in America last summer; the journey took eight hours. 

  I went to visit my uncle in America last summer the journey took; eight hours. 

  I went to visit; my uncle in America last summer the journey took eight hours.

4.	 Which sentence is punctuated correctly?  
  We saw many animals on safari: lions, which were lazing in the sun; tall giraffes 

and sleepy zebras. 
  We saw many animals on safari; lions, which were lazing in the sun, tall giraffes 

and sleepy zebras. 
  We saw many animals on safari; lions, which were lazing in the sun: tall giraffes 

and sleepy zebras. 
  We saw many animals on safari; lions, which were lazing in the sun; tall  

giraffes and sleepy zebras.

5. Tick the sentence that uses a colon correctly.  

  I received: some amazing birthday gifts a kite, slime and gel pens. 

  I received some: amazing birthday gifts a kite, slime and gel pens. 

  I received some amazing birthday: gifts a kite, slime and gel pens. 

  I received some amazing birthday gifts: a kite, slime and gel pens.
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 6. Insert a colon in the correct place in the sentence below. 

I	go	to	three	different	dance	classes: street dance, ballet and jazz. 

 7. Tick one box to show the correct place for a colon in the sentence below.

The mountain is dangerous the loose rocks mean you could fall easily.

 8. Which sentence is punctuated correctly? 

  Most of my class are sporty over half of: them are in county teams. 

  Most of my class are sporty: over half of them are in county teams. 

  Most of my class: are sporty over half of them are in county teams. 

  Most of my class are sporty over half of them are in: county teams.
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